Producers Guild of America (PGA)  
And  
Producers Guild of India (PGI)  

Memorandum of Understanding  

USA and India have shared interests in the entertainment industry, the countries have in common that they succeed to inspire, excite and motivate foreign crews with extraordinary locations, financial incentives, experienced production companies and crew members, high quality production equipment and top standard logistics and infrastructure.

Both the Guilds PGA & PGI have therefore agreed to the following in this Memorandum of Understanding (hereinafter referred to as the "MoU");

Objective  
The main objective of this MoU is building a cooperative system to facilitate cooperation and mutual exchange in the Film, Television and New Media content industry within the laws legislated in USA & India through collaboration between both the Guilds.

Scope of Cooperation  
PGA & PGI agree to enter into an MoU with the aim to work together to share ideas and best practices on production, shooting and promotion essential for the growth and development of entertainment production in USA & India and for the enhancement of the processes involved in managing industry challenges for producers.

PGA & PGI agree, subject to funding, to exchange visits between USA & India to enhance their relationship and facilitate further opportunities for dialogue, creation, sharing of ideas and best practices for a forward-thinking production business.

Both PGA & PGI will begin discussions that would allow official delegations from each Guild to visit the other Guild's country in order to conduct meetings, seminars and/or other instructive opportunities for members participating in the delegation.

All courtesies and help will be extended by both the Guilds to visiting members. The Guilds may provide a conference room (subject to availability on a temporary basis) to the visiting members while conducting Guild business.

While this MoU represents another significant step towards a working relationship between the two Guilds, we hope that this will not be the last. The hope is to create an open dialogue and exchange of information which will lead to a stronger role for the producer in the worldwide industry.

The previous MoU shall be considered ineffective-- and the said new MoU will be effective- from the date of signature and continue to remain in effect, unless otherwise decided by both PGA and PGI.

Read and Agreed  

[Signature]

On Behalf of  
Producers Guild of America  
2/5/2019

Read and Agreed  

[Signature]

On Behalf of  
Producers Guild of India  
07/02/2019